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The  economic  importance  of  production  in  the  Western  Nile  Delta  in  Ptolemaic  and  Roman  

times  is  demonstrated  by  the  results  of  the  Beheira  Survey,  conducted  from  2008   to   2011,   

documenting   sixty-six   sites.   As   it   was   a   rich   agricultural   area,  processing   plants   were   

built   for   secondary   production   for   trade   within   Egypt   and  beyond.  The  economic  role  

of  these  structures  is  seen  from  the  resources  invested  in  them   in   an   area   where   

architecture   was   usually   mudbrick.   Sites   with   buildings   for  processing   agricultural   

produce   include   eight   where   wine   was   made   and   seven  where  olive  oil  was  pressed.  

Four  kiln  sites  were  found  where  amphorae  were  made  for   this   wine   and   oil.   Evidence   

of   this   integrated   economy   also   includes   the  identification  of  a  documented  commercial  

plant  nursery.     

 

The   resultant   wealth   is   reflected   in   the   second   largest   surviving   baths- building   in   

Egypt   found   in   Kom   al-Ahmer,   which   appears   to   have   been   the   nome  capital,  

Metelis,  in  the  Roman  period.  The  adjoining  Kom  Wasit  had  been  since  late  Dynastic   

times.   Their   location   makes   them   well   placed   for   trade,   as   they   are   6   km  east   of   

the   Rosetta   branch   of   the   Nile,   40   km   south   of   Herakleion   and   53   km  southeast  of  

Alexandria.  Excavation  and  more  detailed  survey  at  Kom  al-Ahmer  and  Kom  Wasit  in  2012  

yielded  significant  finds,  including  a  building  with  a  paved  floor  and   adjoining   redbrick   

basin.   Of   the   pottery,   which   dates   to   the   4th   and   7th  centuries  AD,  seventy-five  per  

cent  of  the  amphorae  are  imports,  with  the  majority  from  Cilicia—confirmation  of  direct  

trade  with  the  Mediterranean.   

 

This   paper   will   concentrate   on   the   major   economic   aspects   of   the   western  Delta   and   

the   relation   between   Metelis   (Kom   Wasit—Kom   al-Ahmer)   and   the  Mediterranean  ports,   

focusing   on   the   location   of   Metelis   on   the   ancient   Bolbitinos  branch  of  the  Nile  (now  

the  Rosetta  branch).   


